
J U L Y  2 0 1 9  

E X C I T I N G  M O V E
We have found a new permanent office for our CHB team and clients at

4 Northumberland Street in Waipukurau.

 

Our aim is to be settled in later in the year, but until then we look

forward to continuing to welcome you in our existing Waipawa

premises.

 

BM Accounting is extremely proud to be part of the vibrant and

exciting CHB market and this new journey cements our commitment

to continue servicing the wider CHB region with passionate,

professional and local advisors.

 

We thank you for your continued support and look forward to being part

of the fabric of this place for a long, long time to come.

Introducing Alan Maxwell, centre,  

with Kate Laugesen and Tony Mossman.  

See page 3 for more about Alan.
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I N T E R E S T  R A T E S B Y  A L A N  M A X W E L L

There is plenty of interest and media commentary around

interest rates right now. In May, the Reserve Bank cut the

Official Cash Rate by 25 basis points to 1.50%, its lowest

ever level. 

 

With ongoing global pressure, wider suggestions of a

slowdown in the economy and the potential changes to the

amount of capital required to be held by banks continue to

create uncertainty around the wider interest rate picture.

B Y   T O N Y  M O S S M A NT R E E S  E V E R Y W H E R E

It is important to look at trends and continue to ask

questions of your own individual circumstances and

exposures. We regularly discuss these questions with clients

to improve awareness and clarity around this important area

of financial management.

Are you aware of your debt profile and how are you

managing this?

What is your average cost of borrowing and term lending

spread?

Are you aware of all the products and services your Bank

offers, and can these be leveraged to help you manage

your borrowings.

Have you asked your Bank what you can do to manage

your risk margin?

 

 

The table above shows, on a macro level, the general rate

movements across over the past 12 months.

There is a lot of talk around blanket planting of farmland

throughout New Zealand at present, based off a

profitable period for the sector, carbon farming, plus

Government legislation and subsidisation through their

Billion Trees program.

 

A positive is that the red meat sector is in good heart and

has had a period of strong returns with a positive outlook

(always with seasonal challenges), to be able to compete

with this demand, unlike some previous cycles.

 

We at BM feel now is a good time to proactively look

inside your farm gate and potentially identify and decide,

are there areas on farm that could benefit from

conversion to trees and what does, and could this mean

for your business.

 

If we step back for a moment, there are a number of

farming businesses who have enjoyed the benefits of

varying sized plantation areas being harvested in recent

years, from decisions made 25 to 30 years ago to plant

portions of their land. The decisions made then have

Actively managing this part of your business; having a strategy

in place and working with your team of professionals is one of

the keys to overall financial freedom and success. At BM, our

purpose is to work more closely and proactively with you to

provide better clarity and support better decision making.

 

Contact us today for a banking and debt profile analysis to

start being more strategic.

helped farming families to achieve positive outcomes,

such as succession/retirement, on farm development,

financial sustainability  and/or expansion of their

businesses.

 

Planting trees doesn’t have to be blanket planting or just

pines. As mentioned earlier the Government is offering

grants for options to plant a number of different tree

species, and with the potential to still earn Carbon

Credits, as always subject to meeting certain criteria.

 

This could be retiring land that has environmental risk and

low pastoral returns into natives, and/or it could be to

add some diversification to your business and planting

areas into production forestry that will be easy to harvest

and have minimal impact on the environment at harvest

time. All this with the aim to provide additional income

streams to your business, both in the short, medium and

long term, as well as potential ongoing on farm benefits.

 

Call BM today to discuss what this may mean for your

business.

To plant or not to plant, that is an emotive question currently.



O U R  G R O W I N G

C O M P A N Y

Alan assists and collaborates with his clients in

the following ways:

 

Cashflow forecasting and documenting the

strategic focuses for your business.

Developing short, medium and long term

business goals, combined with regular

meetings to review and revise.

Facilitating succession conversations

between different generations and

stakeholders to help achieve ongoing

business viability and success

Advocating for clients with banks to promote

better managed lending structures and

exposure to risk.

 

For advice in any of these areas or for any other

general discussions around issues on your farm or

business, please contact Alan on 027 208 3860 or

email alan@bm.co.nz. 

 

He is looking forward to your call.

The purpose of BM Accounting is to provide

financial and strategic clarity to Hawke’s Bay’s

best commercial and agricultural businesses.

Our focus is always about the people behind

these organisations and we strive to simplify

and align business and personal goals to ensure

growth, improvement, satisfaction and success

for our valued clients.

 

With this purpose in mind, we are excited to

announce that Alan Maxwell has joined our

experienced team. Alan is a highly respected and

influential member of the Hawke’s Bay agribusiness

and financial industries and has strong,

relationships across the region built on trust,

honesty, knowledge and professionalism.

 

Alan is client driven and focussed on successful

outcomes. He achieves this by having a diverse

knowledge base across all agricultural, local

industries including sheep, beef, deer, cropping,

horticulture and dairy. He takes pride in being

highly approachable and engaged in all aspects of

his clients businesses.

 

Alan’s skills blend brilliantly with the existing BM

team. In a modern fast paced world it is

increasingly important for professional advisory

firms to provide a complete service to clients across

a wide range of industries, business sizes and

growth phases. Alan’s skill set will be invaluable in

helping BM widen their breadth of service to

continue to drive increased value to our existing

and new clients.

BM ACCOUNTING LIMITED
HAVELOCK NORTH  |  06 876 7159  |  5 HAVELOCK ROAD, HAVELOCK NORTH

WAIPAWA  |  06 857 8901  |  52 HIGH STREET, WAIPAWA

EMAIL  |  bemore@bm.co.nz

www.bm.co.nz
 



U P S  &  D O W N S

O F  S T O C K

V A L U E S

Once again, the government took a snap-shot at 30 April

throughout New Zealand and across various markets to

determine the Herd Value to be used for tax purposes (also

called the NAMV – national average market value).  Always a

moving target!  When you are in the herd schemes, increases in

values are not taxable and decreases are not deductible.

BEEF CATTLE
Cattle values have reduced further after the strong

increase at the April 2019 snap shot - down 3-9%

from 2018.  A couple of the movements are:

 

                              2017     2018     2019     

--------------------------------------------

MA Cows                1,431     1,497     1,355

R2 bulls/steers       1,325    1,283     1,209

R1 bulls/steers          986      922       844

SHEEP

With further increase in the schedule and demand

for sheep the values have lifted 10-19%.  To give an

idea of the changes:

 

2018         2019

----------------------------------------

Ewe hoggets               123           135

2th ewes                     179           214

MA ewes                     160           190

R 5+ ewes                   142           164

 

For those farmers with sheep in the herd scheme at

your 2019 balance date - this will trigger non-

assessable income as the opening stock is revalued.

DAIRY

The values have stayed very static between the

2 years.

 

                            2018      2019

---------------------------------

Dairy R1 heifers     691      685

Dairy MA cows   1,529    1,513

DEER

Continued increase in those values.

 

                        2018       2019

-------------------------------

R1 hinds              380        384

R1 stags              396        414

This is an overview of the changes.  We are

available to talk in more detail about how this

impacts your farming figures.

Will to Live 2019 Speak Up Tour: East Coast
Hear from inspirational local and national speakers on the

topic of getting through the tough times, and how to

navigate the storms together as a community.

 

6–9.30pm, Friday 30 August: Puketapu Hotel, 679 Puketapu

Road, Napier. 

6–9.30pm, Saturday 31 August:The Patutahi Hall, 20 Biggs

St, Patutahi, Gisborne. More info at www.beeflambnz.com/events


